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1- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

-2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ***
,

! 4 Presentation by

5 GEORGIA POWER COMPANY
'

.
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8 ***
,

9 Room 4-B-11

10 NRC Headquarters

.11 11555 Rockville Pike >

12 Rockville, Maryland

13 Monday, September 28, 1992

14 The aoove-entitled proceadings commenced at 1:00

15 p.m., Kahtan N. Jabbour, NRC/NRR/PD2-3, presiding.
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 MR. JABBOUR: Good afternoon. My name is Kahtan

3 Jabbour. I'm the Project Manager for Plant Hatch.

4 The nurpose of this meeting today is for a

5 presentation k' ,eorgia Power Company rcgarding license,

6 amendment applications related to incorporating Southern

7 Nuclear Operating Company as a licensed ope &ator for Hatch

8 and Vogtle plants.

9 This meeting will be transcribed. The transcript

10 of the meeting will be available in the Public Document Room

11 as soon as we can make them after the meeting.

12 For the purpose of the recorder here, we would

13 appreciate your int roducing yourself before you speak.

14 Also, we would appreciate a clear introduction of yourselves

15 ac we go around the room and introduce ourselves.

16 At this time I ,uld like to go around the room

17 ad introduce ourselves and the organization we belong to.
e

18 Again, I am Kahtan Jabbour. I am with hRC, NRR.

19 MR. MATTHEWS: Dave Matthews, NRR.

'20 MR. McCOY: Ken McCoy, Georgia Power Company.

21 MR. MCDONALD: Pat Mcdonald, Georgia Power

22 Company.

23 MR. HAIRSTON: George Hairston, Georgia Power

24 Company.

25 MR. BAILEY: Jim'hiley, Southern Nuclear.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
,

Washington,D. C. 20006 I
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1 MR. HEIDT: Jim Heidt,_ Southern Nuclear.

'2- MR. BARTH:.. Charles Barth, NRC, OCC. ;

3 MR. DOMBY: Art Domby from Trautman, Sanders,

4- representing Georgia Power. Company.

5 -MR. MEIER: John Meier from Southern Nuclear

6 Operating Company.

7 MR. SPENCER: Steve Spencer from Southern Nuclear ,
,

8 Operating Company.

9 MR. GEORGE: Ben George from Southe.rn Nuclear

10 Operating Company. <

11 MR. FOX: Ben Fox. I'm with the Office of Nuclear-

12 Reactor Regulation.

13 MR.-MARKLEY: Mike Mark'ey, NRR.

14 MR. ALLENSPACH: Fred Allenspach, NRR.
i

15- MS. SALGADO: Nancy Salgado, NRR.

16 MR. HOFFMAN: Steve Hoffman, NRR.~

17 MR. HOLLER: Gene Holler, NRC, Office of General '

.

18 Counsel.

19 MR. O'BRIEN: Jim O'Brien, NRR.-

20 MS, YOUNG: Mitzi Young, Office of Generali

21 Counsel.
,

. 22 MR. MANILI: Barry Manili, NRR.

23 MS. THOMPSON: Catherine Thompson, NRR.

24 MR. SWENSON: Warren Swenson, NRR.

|

| 25 MR. HOOD: Darl Hood, NRR.

i
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Court Reporters
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1 MR. JADBOUR: With that, I would like to ask Dave

2 Matthews, Project Director for PD2-3, NRR, if he has any
3 comments.

4 MR. NATTHEWS: All I would say is, Pat, we met

5 over a year ago in advance of the first submittal for a

iconse transfer, which was Farley. I recall a good portion |

7 c hat, but I presume you are going to bring us up to date
11 what has transpired since and where you are with the

er owners and what your schedule is. I would really like
1co hear what your individual schedule is and when you expect |

__

11 us to provide a response to your amendment request which we

! 12 have recolved.
i

,

13 MR. MCDONALD: We are here, gentlemen, on behalf

14 of Georgia Power Company to discuss the addition of Southern

15 Nuclear to the operating licenses for Plants Hatch and

16 Vogtle as the operator of those facilities. '

17 [ Slide.)
18 MR. MCDONALD: I will review in this order various

19 aspects and overview of this request. I know we will have
L
! 20 some additional meetings to discuss details of the license

21 change applications. I would like to give you a good-j

22 overview of the requests and respond to David Matthews'

23 comments on the implen'*tation steps.
!

| 24 (Slide.]
25 MR. MCDONALD: Going back to where we first

i

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

| 1612 K Street,N.W., Suite 300
t

Washington,D. C. 20006
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i started talking about Southern Nuclear affiliation, Southern

2 Nuclear had a filing in 1988, with the SEC approval in 1990.

3 Southern Nuclear was incorporated as a company on

4 Dec .tber 17, 1990, with the officers elected the next day.
1

5 The first step was corporate employees such as ycu i

6 were introduced to today came from other companies to become

7 Southern Nuclear employees on that date.

8 We gave you that briefing that you referred to a'

9 being over a year ago. They had the Parley license

10 applications on the part of Alabama Power Company at that
11 time. The Parley plant license was amended. Tnen Southern

| 12 Nuclear became the licensed operator for the Farley plant on
,

13 December 23.

14 We of Georgia Power submitted a license

| 15 application on September 18 of this year.
!

16 When this went into effect, the Alabama Power

17 Company employees became Southern Nuclear employees for the

18 Farley plant, but in fact similar to what we will be
i

i 19 discussing here today, the onsite operating organizh. ion did

20 not change at that time.

21 What I really want to say is that this date, when

22 the Farley employees became Southern Nuclear, was the date

23 that the actual thing went into effect.

24 MR. MATTHEWS: Was that reflected in the license
|

25 amendment that we granted in that its effectivity would take

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Coud Repoders

1612 K Street,N.W., Suite 300
,

l Washington,D. C. 20006
(202)293-3950
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:1 place at some date in_the. future, or was it in effect such
~

2- that you'could implement it immediately upon its receipt?
3 Do you recall? I

4 MR. MCDONALD: We asked for it to be done-sometime_ |

5 within a 90-day period, I believe it was.

I
6 MR. DOMBY: The short answer is it was effective '

7 upon issuance.

8 (Slide.)
9 MR. McDONALO: Concerning the benefits of change,

10 it's well to go over these again briefly.

11 Management under the same structure has quite a
!

12 bit of significance. The benefits will be one of

| 13 consolidation and unity.

14 Southern Nuclear has been a support organization
. , ,

v

|
15 for the Hatch and Vogtle plants for some time, but there are

L

16 a lot of different things in running'two different companies
|

| 17 that'make for difficulties-when you are trying to pull a-
18 team together. One of the problems we had is that we. wanted-

| 19 to have the same relationship-for all the nuclear. power

[ 20 people in Southern Company.- That sert of is the figurehead

21 of where we.are going._
,

1

l 22' We have a devotion to nuclear power operations.- |_

23 This is a focusing of all the Southe n company's attention,
i

24 focusing _of its assets and the-leadership on the goodg
.

25 performance of nuclear-plants.
|

' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
I Court Reporters
t 1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300

: Washington,D. C. 20006
(202)293-3050
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1 We need to do this, as you will recognize, I'm

2 sure, because the company has to have a lot of leadership
3 that is directed at what its ultimate goals are and to

4 continue pursuit of those goals. This will help us to ,

5 consolidate that pursuit of the goals within our Southern

6 system and have management who are not diverted by many

7 other activities that an all-purpose utility organization

8 gets involved in.

9 The consolidations of talent is an important

10 taing. As you know, most companies change people around a

11 lot. When you are changing people around, you go from job

12 to job, various different types of jobs and utility

13 operations. By consolidating our talents in this job we

14 pick the very best people. We will be able to groom them

15 and to grow them over a long period of time within an

16 crganization which we would not have the oppcrtunity to do
17 as part of a large all-purpose utility organization.

18 The thought of a common vision is a very important

19 one. In management of companies today people talk about a

2C vision. Vision used to be something that was pretty much

21 restricted to the religious world or some other type of a

22 high purpose leadership. Today it's a common term used by

23 most companies in a changing world, trying to figure out

24 where everybody is going to go in the long term.

25 This is what we have, a common vision where we can

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, mtd.
Court Repcxiers

1612 K Street,N.W., Suite 300
Washington,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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1 pursue the performance of these plants in the best_way

2 possible to have a common philosophy to get the best

3 results. The term " vision" really means a great deal in the

4 business world today.

5- A general purpose company ' . a much more

6 difficult time of having a clear vision applicablo to all

7 people than a single _ purpose company will have.

8 The one about more effective communication with,

k
9 plants, I'm sure many of you will recognize that this allows

10 us to be able to communicate those many different details

11 that happen on a day-to-day basis from license to license,

12 to, you might say, have a more effective operation.

13 I'm sure that you at NRC would like to have us all

14 standardized in one company and have only one such meeting

15 for everybody in the country and it would be a'much

16 different and in many ways a more efficient meeting. The.

17 same applies to us. We can be more officient_in that
18 respect.

19 Corporate support more-specialized toward nuclear.

20 That is a very important thing too. A specialized nuclear

21 company will have some things.that it doesn't need to do'as

22 much as a general purpose company would nend to.dc. It's

23- really a part of the focus. A general purpose company _has--a

24 lot of things, like extensive customer. relationships and

25_ other activities _ associated.with it. In a specialized

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington,D; C. 20006

_(202)?93-3950
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1 support we would have those items pared down to really what

2 is best for the plants.

3 Broader base to enhance motivation and career. As

4 you all know, people, particularly the engineers who have

5 come into the nuclear business, become very narrow in their

6 pursuit of their vision. A company with morc than one plant

7 in it will be able to enjoy a broader field so that within

8 that given company there are more places to rove people

9 around and to develop their careers and expertise.

10 The last item is a very interesting one. Many of

11 you will recognize it from what you read in the papers today

12 about all companies. The Southern system is undergoing a

13 functionalization of the activities.

14 In five cent words, that means the streamlining of
,
,

15 some of the support functions like human resources, like
|

16 accounting, trying to streamline that so it does it the most

17 efficient way possible for all the affiliated companies,
i

18 That will allow us in the nuclear to be able to find our

19 niche in the functionalization of these activities in order
1

20 to again focus our attention on the operation of the plants

21 in the best possible manner.

22 (Slide.)
23 MR. MCDONALD: The licensing package was put

24 together using as a model the licensing package used for the

25 Farley plant. This package does include the lessons learned

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Coud Repoders

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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1 from the review of the Farley package.

2 For example, during that review the NRC requested

3 a wording change on the approach takett to issue the Farley
4 package. Instead of issuing the safety evaluation

5 separately from the amendment, you requested that Alabama

6 Power submit a letter with wording that the licensing
7 amendments be made effe.ctive as of their date of issuance
8 with provision that the license conditions be implemented
9 within 90 day of the date of issuance and upon official

10 transfer of responsibilities between Alabama Power Company
11 and Southern Nuclear.

12 I think that is what you were getting at, wasn't

13 it, Dave?

14 MR. DOMBY: Yes.

15 MR. MCDONALD: This was the approach taken on this

16 package.

17 The submittal also conforms with 10 CFR 50.90.
18 This reassignment intact of an organization is considered to

19 be an amendment to the license under 10 CFR 50.90. We note

20 that this same approach has been used on several previous
21 applications with NRC.

22 When I say that the operating organization will be
i

| 23 reassigned intact, that is not meant to say that all people

24 will have the same job before and after the change.
25 Personnel changes are routinely made due to retirements,

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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; 1 terminations, promotions, and what have you. This type of

2 thing will be taking place, but in a very general sense we

3 have no grand reorganization plan or anything like that

4 going on. We e::pect our plant staf fs to be stable and

5 changes being made being made at each site for the

6 improvement of performance at that particular plant.

? We think that this submittal represents all the

8 license changes that are needed for Southern Nuclear to

9 become a licensed operator. This includes the tech specs,

10 environmental protection plan for Vogtle, and the

11 environmental technical specifications for Hatch and the

12 antitrust conditions.

13 With respect to the organizational criteria,

14 Southern Nuclear is the exclusive operator in accordance

15 with provisions to be included in the operating agreement

16 between Georgia Power and Southern Nuclear. Of course it

17 will be the sole operator at that time.
_

18 The site nuclear organizations will be assigned

19 intact. On the effective date we just expect it to be an

20 overnight change; no switching of offices or anything like

21 that; people will be transferred in and out on a name basis.

22 The technical qualifications remain the same as

23 necessary to carry out the responsibility of the license.

24 These will be consistent with the tech specs and the

25 technical qualifications of Georgia Power Company itself.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Repoders

1612 K Street,N.W., Suite 300
Washington,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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1 Again, there may be some organizational changes.

2 There's always a few being hired, retired, and what have

3 you. So we are not saying there won't be any changes in
--

-

4 that period, but they will be of a minimal, routine nature.

5 Of course the one thing that we want to emphasize

6 is that Southern Nuclear will have no ownership interest
'

7 whatsoever. That is the fundamental part of the way

8 Southern Nuclear operates within the Southern Company. - - -

9 Absolutely no ownership interest of any kind. That's

10 financial ownership interest.

11 With respect to the operating agreement, the
a

12 operating agreement will be between George Pcwer Company and

13 Southern Nuclear. In. turn, Georgia Power will have

14 agreements with the other owners with respect to a managing '

15 board agreement.

16 I want to make sure that is clear. This agreement

17 under which Southern Nuclear is expected to operate those {

18 plants will be with Georgia Power Company. In turn, there

19 is a management board agreement between Georgia Power

20 Company and the other owners.

21 Is there any question on that point?

22 (No response.]

23 That managing board agreement will be revised in

24 order to make this all fit together. The operating

25 agreement, of course, will define the relaticnship between

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street,N.'N., Suite 300
Washingion,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950
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1 GPC and-Southern Nuclear consistent with the-license.,

2 MR. MATTHEWS: At this juncture, let. me introduce

3 Bob Wood.- Bob, why don't you say what your organization is.

'4 MR. WOOD: I apologize for being late. I work in.

S the financial evaluation section. So we are covering both

6 the antitrust review and the financial qualifications.

7 MR. MCDONALD: .I just went over this one as you

8 were walking in, which I think is of interest to you: no

9 ownership interest changing hands at all.

1. 0 MR. MATTHEWS: Although we don't want to interfere

11 with your presentation, I think we are going to be-getting

12 into details associated with implementation eventually. At'

13 the time that a question needs to be to asked, let's go

14 ahead and ask it.

15 As long as it doesn't seem to get you too off

16 track and we don't get too extended in time, would-that be

| 17 an acceptable way to approach-it?

I' 18 MR. MCDONALD: We will also have people here who
|

'

19 can meet with you separately. We will be happy to respond

20 to anything that you want to know.

-21 Let's talk about the financial criteria. You.get'

i

! 22 here just about in time.
|

| 20 Southern Nuclear is to be reimbursed by Georgia-
|'
L 24 Power Company and then Georgia Power Company will bill the

|-
25 owners. It works this way because the owners are entitled

' ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
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1 Again, there may be some organizational changes.
2- There's always a few being hired,-retired, and:what have

,

3 you. So we are not saying there won't be any. changes in
'

4 that period, but they will be of a minimal, routine nature.

5 of course the one thing that we want to emphasize 4

6 is that Southern Nuclear will have no ownership interest
7 whatsoever. That is the fundamental part of the way
8 Southern Nuclear operates within the Southern Company.

9 Absolutely no ownership interest of any kind. That's

10 financial ownership interest.

11 With respect to the operating. agreement, the

12 operating agreement will be between George Pcwer Company and

13 Southern Nuclear. In. turn, Georgia Power will have

14 agreements with the other owners with respect to a managing
15 board agreement.

| 16 I want to make sure that is clear. This agreement

17 under which Southern Nuclear is expected to operate those
la plants will be with Georgia Power Company.- In turn, there

19 is a management board agreement between Georgia Power
|

; 20' Company and the other-owners.

i 21 Is there'any question on that point?

22 [No response.]

23 That managing board agreement will be revised inL1

24 order to make this all fit together. The operating

25 agreement, of course, will define the relaticnship between
|
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1 GPC and Southern Nuclear consistent with the license.

2 MR. MATTHEWS: At this juncture, let me introduce

3 Bob Wood. Bob, why don't y'u say what your organization is.

4 MR. WOOD: I apologize for being late. I work in

5 the financial evaluation section. So we are covering both

6 the antitrust review and the financial qualifications.

7 MR. MCDONALD: I just went over this one as you

8 were walking in, which I think is of interest to you: no

9 ownership interest changing hands at all.

10 MR. MATTHEWS: Although we don't want to interfere

11 with your presentation, I think we are going to Se getting

12 into details associated with implementation eventually. At

13 the time that a question needs to be to asked, let's go

14 ahead and ask it.

15 As long as it doesn't seem to get you too off

16 track and we don't get too extended in time, would that be

17 an acceptable way to approach it?

18 MR. MCDONALD: We will also have people here who

19 can meet with you separately. We will be happy to respond

20 to anything that you want to know.

21 Let's talk about the financial criteria. You got

22 here just about in time.

23 Southern Nuclear is to be reimbursed by Georgia

24 Power Company and then Georgia Power Company will bill the

25 owners. It works this way because the owners are entitled

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Repoders

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300 ,

'Washington,D. C. 20006
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1 to all of the power generated by Plants Hatch and Vogtle.

2 Southern Nuclear will not market or broker any power

3 whatsoever. Southern Nuclear will be expected to operate

4 the plant and all they do is put the power on the line and

5 from then on it's all Georgia Power Company's business.

6 Also, the costs will not be rate subject. That

7 is, there will not be a direct relationship where the

8 allowed cost is set by a rate-making matter. By that I mean

9 within our agreements wo expect that Southern Nuclear will

10 have the option of operating the plant in the best way

11 financiallv beneficia), but it is not limited by rate-

12 making; it's limited by what it takes to run the plant and

13 the rate-making will continue to be the endeavor of Georgia

14 Power Company and whatever other owners might be involved.

15 This financial relationship will be established
.

16 between Georgia Power Company and Southern Nuclear to very

17 carefully tix the responsibility for the plant costs and to
_

18 have those costs reimbursed. The costs that Southern

19 Nuclear has will be reimbursed by Georgia Power Company.

20 That responsibility is absolute.

21 Let me say that another way. If it takes so much

22 money to repair a plant component that needs to be repaired,

23 that component will be repaired. It is not a matter of

24 going back to Georgia Power Company to ask them if that cost

25 is adequate or not; Southern Nuclear will have the

ANN R! LEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Coud Repoders
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1 responsibility of deciding how, when and how much to be paid

2 for that repair.

3 You may say Georgia Power will then turn around,

4 as appropriate, and bill the other co-owners for their

5 portion of such expense.

6 Another key item which I au sure you look at is

7 the owners retain the authority to shut down or to reduce

8 the plant output for economic reasons. You will recognize

9 that that is something that would be negor'.ated as a part of

10 any operating arrangementa between partners and someone who

11 is operating a plant.

12 Likewise, the owners will continue to fund the

13 decommissioning costs. Southern Nuclear will perform the

14 studies or have them performed to determine the funding

15 levels necessary for decommissioning. This data will be

16 transmitted to Georgia Power Company, who will internally

17 me .y its funding levels as appropriate. of course Georgia
._

18 Power will pass that on to its other co-owners as well.

19 The owners continue to be responsible for Price-

20 Anderson insurance provisions since they will continue to

21 own all the assets. Rate regulation will continue as before

22 with no change at this time.

23 [ Slide.]
24 MR. MCDONALD: The antitrust criteria. As you

25 will notice, e are going down the list of what we see as

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd. *
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1 the topical things that you will be looking at. Southern

2 Nuclear has no entitlement to electric power. Antitrust

3 provisions in the present licenses will remain applicable.
4 Technical criteria. There is no decrease in the
5 effectiveness of the security plan in accordance with 10 CFR

6 50. 54 (p) .

7 There is no decrease in emergency plan or its
8 procedures in accordance with 10 CFR 50 App. E, Sect. V.

9 No change in the scope of operating
10 requalification program in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54 (i) .
11 And no change in the QA program comnitments in

12 accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(a).
13 Georgia Power is determined that changes can be
14 made to these programs in accordance with existing

15 regulations without specific NRC approval. Necessary

16 administrative program changes for Southern Nuclear to

17 become the licensed operator will be made to coincide with

18 Southern Nuclear's assumption of these resporsibilities.

19 Offsite power source to General Design Criteria 17
20 will be assured by Georgia Power Company. This will be done ;

21 in accordance with the operating agreement.. It will be
22 defined in that agreement to assure that that commitment

23 will be met.

24 This agreement will provide for arrangements for a
25 continuous source of onsite power, the arrangements for

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters
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1 controlling the activities in the switchyard and on the
-

-

r

2 transmission. lines within the' exclusion-area, and the

3 requirement that Southern Nuclear must approve > major

4 switchyard changes.

5 Esse 7tially, these arrangements are already in

6 place and will continue.

7 -With respect to the exclusion-area, Southern

8 Nuclear will have the authority under the agreement to*

9 control all activities within the exclusion area. '

10 The matter of existing personnel with unescorted

11 access authorization. When 10 CFR 73.56 became effective

12 last year provisions were included in the regulation that

13 personnel who have previously been granted unescorted access

14 umler a then existing licensee's program could be

15 grandfathered without any additional evaluation.

16 However, the guidance documents to 10 CFR 73.56-

17 indicate that in general this grandfathering condition could
'

18 not be transferred to another licensee. These guidance-

-19 documents only envisioned an employee moving'from one

20 licensee to another, not an entire organization being-

21 reassigned.

22 Since there is no net' change in continuing with
-

23 the grandfathering provisions for these employees and the

24 burden of' reevaluation is so~significant, which was the

25 reason the grandfathering provision was included to begin

' ANN 'RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
,

Court Reporters
1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300

Washington,D. C. 20006 -<
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1 with, Georgia Power has proposed to allow th( employees

2 which had been grandfathered at the time of the regulation

3 to continue to be grandfathered in Southern Nuclear.

4 Southern Nuclear will become the NPDES Tolder

5 under the existing program.

6 With respect to no significant hazards, since the

7 technical qualifications of the company remain equivalent to

8 before and there are no physical changes to the facility, f

9 Georgia Power has concluded that there are no significant

10 hazards considerations.

11 There are no changes being made which can affect

12 the environment. All obligations in the current

13 environmental prctection plan for Plant Vogtle and the

14 environmental tech specs for Hatch will continue to be met.

15 Therefore there is no unreviewed environmental question.

16 In addition, since this change involves no

17 significant hazards consideration, it involves no change in

18 any type or amount of effluent that may be released, and

19 there is no change in individual or cumulative occupational

20 radiation exposure, this amendment qualifies as a

21 categorical excl.usion for the need to perform an

'

22 environmental assessment for 10 CFP 51.22 (c) (9) .

23 I sort of walked down those. I think that hits

24 the high point of most of the things you will be looking at

25 in this application.

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd. '
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1 [ Slide.)
2 MR. MCDONALD: Let's talk a little bit about the

3 implementation.

4 On September 18 we Federal expressed the license

5 submittal to NRC and you stated that you had received it.

This submfttal requests that the NRC issue tha amendment6

7 within 60 days, which is estimated to be November 17, 1992.

8 We are hoping to implement the license conditions

9 on December 19, 1992. The reason that we could not send the

10 package to the NRC carlier than September 18 is because we

11 only recently, on September 17, reached a stage with the

12 Oglethorpe MEAG and the City of Dalton in which issues were

13 sufficiently resolved _for submittal to be made.

14 From the employee perspective, December 19 is the

15 favored date for Southern Nuclear to become the licensed

16 operator due to benefits, FICA payments and income tax

17 issues.

18 November 17 was determined internally to be an

19 acceptable date to allow an orderly transition and

20 completion of all the preconditions for a license
|

| 21 reassignment. Some of the preconditions are indicated in

22 this box here on the slide.

23 There is really a great deal of preparation that

24 is in process and must be brought to fruition for the change
|

25 to bs madu. We feel it is important from the employee

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 benefit as well as from the overall venture that this
2 proceed expeditiously.

|
3 (Slide.) I

!

4 MR. MCDONALD: In terms of the activities, this )
5 gives a little idea of some of the examples that will be

1

6 going on.

7 Of course you note that the schedule is pretty

8 well compressed. We know of no significant issues at this

9 time that we expect to come up during your licensing review
i

10 of it.

11 If we are to be able to make the December 19 date,

12 we are going to have to work pretty fast. We really need to

13 have at least one week prior to that date to reassion-the

14 security and emergency planning agreements to make them

15 effective on the 19th. By that I mean once we get the go-

16 ahead, we are going to have to put in place to county and

17 state officials the letters reassigning from Georgia Power

18 to Southern Nuclear. In order to get those in place and

19 have them ready to be put into effect on the 19th, that

20 takes some preparation. We estimate about a week the way
;

21 business 2.s done in those areas.
.

22 Despite that, the critical path for us is

23 generally the personnel and accounting departments

24 concerning the transfer. There are about 2,100 people to be,.

25 transferred. Each one of those people must be terminated by

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 Georgia Power and enrolled at Southern Nuclear with all the

2 enrollment forms. You guys think you got a lot of paperwork

3 sometimes. There is a lot of paperwork in that. It has

4 cach individual with selections they make individut ly on
5 certain types of benefits that have to occur.

6 In order to effectively handle the paperwork, a

7 clear decision to proceed with the 19th date must be

8 received by about the first week in Decerber. That means

9 that if we can't find out in the first week of December we

10 cannot carry this through to make it happen on the 19th.

11 However, let us say that you did hand a decision

12 down and said, okay, we're going to proceed, and then turn

13 around and say later that you couldn't. We would need to

'4 know that pretty fast, by the second week, because once we

15 got started we couldn't stop it fast enough. This is

16 necessary to assure the quality of that transfer process.

17 [ Slide.]
18 MR. McDGNALD: Basically, that's what I hava just

19 covered here.

20 MR ., MATTHEWS: Those are just details of the

21 implementation.

22 MR. MCDONALD: That's right.

23 MR. MATTHEWS: They don't really bear on the

24 decision. Those changes can be made without our specific

25 approval, right?

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 MR. MCDONALD: It really doesn't. That's why I

2 didn't go through those. It seems a little tedious.

3 MR- MATTHEWS: Is it your plan at an early
*

4 juncture to start implementing some of those changes or at

5 least get in a position to be able to?

6 MR. MCDONALD: Yes.

7 This seems quite straightforward. I would be

8 happy to respond to any questions on what we have on this

9 matter. You can pick out any one of these things. Here's

10 one which we have to do on union issues. In order to

11 transfer those employees of the union we must transfer that

12 labor contract over from Georgia Power to Southern Nuclear.

13 So that's the type of thing that needs to be done.

14 MR. MATTHEWS: I think I will have a couple of

15 questions on the process and schedule, but let me turn to

16 NRC staff before that.

17 Bob, do you have anything?

18 MR. WOOD: No, I don't.

19 I apologize also that the fel.'cw who handles the

20 antitrust issues for us isn't here today,

21 MR. MATTHEWS: Are you aware of any antitrust

22 considerations that come to bear in this instant case that

23 are any different than the discussions we had with regard to

24 the Parley license transfer?

25 MR. MCDONALD: No, I'm not awire of any that are

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
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1 _any different atLall from that transfer. Of course-every.

2 license has some section on antitrust, and there is'nothing ,
3 that is changing in that license. The fact that Southern

4 Nuclear has nothing to do with ownership and also the fact

5 that Southern Nuclear is rest a for-profit company _ simplifies
,

6 that antitrust aspect.

I
7 MR. JABBOUR: Pat, how would you compare-the

.|
1

8 budget for Southern Nuclear Operating Company versus some of !

'l
| the budgets for Hatch and Vogtle over the next few years?9

I 10 MR. MCDONALD: We will' continue to spend whatever-
.

11 is necessary to keep those plants operated well and in a I,

t I

| 12 high safe condition. I can't really say much.more'than-

l, '

13 that. As you know, we have had a lot of upgrading

14 activities on the material condition of Hatch over the past
;

15 few years. Of course we just completed Vogtle, _and we think

16 both plants are in good shape. !
!

;- 17 You also know that operating e' .ses in general' 'I

| 18 continue to climb..

19 MR. JABBOUR:' Would there be any sort of

20 limitation on Southern Nuclear reducing, for instance, cost-

21 of operations at both plants?

22 MR. MCDONALD: As a-part of Georgia Power we are

23 now under pressure to reduce _ cost. As you saw in the

24 Nucleonics' Week, the competitive. posture of nuclear is

25 .-closer now-to that of coal than'it has been-in the past.
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1 The utilities in general are in a much more competitive
2 position. So within Georgia Power company we have been

3 trying to reduce costs.

4 You also know that over the past several years we

5 have had fairly high expenditures levels. We have done both

6 expense items and capital items to bring plants up and
7 assure they are in good operating condition. I think that's

8 evidence of dedication to that principle.

9 There is really no change in the ownership. Tra

10 ownership insists upon that type of performance and the

11 owners are the ones that have to pay for it ultimately. So

12 I would not see any basis for some sort of direct cost

13 pressure out of the normal ones that you have through the

14 business arrangement.

15 Is that responsive?

16 MR. JABBOUR: Yes.

17 MR. MATTHEWS: Norm?

18 MR. SWENSON: I have one or two brief questions.

19 I note in the submittal it says that the license conditione

20 will be implemented within 180 days. In light of your

21 accelerated request for review and approval to meet these

22 deadlines, is there son.e reason for six months?

23 MR. MCDONALD: Yes, there is. We started this

24 vision of forming Southern Company about five years ago. As

25 many of you have reminded me, it has sure taken us a long
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1 time. So we can't be'certain what can-happen. We explain-

2 here what we hope to do, but-thare might be something that-
'

3 comes up in terms of an ownership' arrangement that would

. 4 delay that. I don't have any~-idea what that would be.

5 MR. MAIRSTCN: Pat, excuse me. You_said an
6 ownership arrangemenc. You mean a problem may come up_in

7 developing agreements with the owners, not-the ownership

8 arrangement.

9 MR. MCDONALD: I was thinking more-among the

10 owners than having anything to do with Southern Nuclear.

11 There are four parties involved and they have to agree on

12 what is done at what time in the various types of business

13 enterprises which they have.

14 Part of the time it has taken for us to get to

15 this point has involved the various pieces of each one'of-

16 those four partnerships with each other.- I am not saying;

17 that it's not impossible. As you know, we wouldn't be here

18 today if we hadn't got their concurrence to proceed to this

19 step, but until it la done we want to_give enough time for

20 something else if it happens to come up.

21 Does-that respond to-your question?

22 MR.-SWENSON: I think so. Indirectly.

23 MR. MCDONALD: I would be happy to be more direct

24 if you can tell me what you mean.

25 MR. SWENSON: In the case of Farley,.as you were -

._ _
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1 saying, you only required 90 days. This one seems to be on
,

2 the fast track. I'm not sure why you need more time for

3 something on the fast track.

4 MR. MCDONALD: Because with only one party

5 involved and that one party said go. There are other parts

6 to the implementation down the road.

7 MR. SWENSON: Let me ask this question then. Does

that mean that as of right now we do not know for sure that8

9 all parties are go?

10 MR. MCDONALD: No.

11 MR. SWENSON: I thought you had said earlier that

12 all parties were go.

13 MR. MCDONALD: Let me be quite specific. All

Allparties have agreed with us to submit this application.14

parties have agreed to the concept of forming the company.15

16 We have near final agreements, but they can't, you might

say, be ultimately signed until we get the go-ahead from17

Until we can make these things come together, nobody
.18 you.

19 knows.

20 Let me ask my attorney, can you respond to that

21 any better than I tried to?
*

22 MR. DOMBY: No. I think you covered the points.

The co-owners have agreed with the submission of the ,

23

24 amendment. There are preconditions to execution like any

25 other corporation.
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1 MR. DOMBY: I missed that !.n your earlier

2 explanation.

3 MR. MATTHEWS: Am I to unde stand that you

4 anticipate that the potential for those preconditions is

5 greater in this instance because of the number of parties

6 involved than there were on your previous submittal?

'/ MR. MCDONALD: That's correct. I could have said

8 that if I had thought of the words.
..

9 MR. HOOD: I'm a little confused. Please

10 straighten me out. We have a subm!'.tal in front of us that

11 asks for 180 days of the date of issuance and upon the

12 official transfer of responsibility from Georgia Power. At

13 the time we approve it, according to the submittal you want

'4 180 days for implementation, but your slide shows about one.

15 month.

16 MR. MCDONALD: Let me see if I can respond to

17 that. We are asking for your approval within about 60 days.

18 That's what we are asking for.

19 MR. HOOD: I understand that part. I'm asking-

20 about what time period do you need for implementation once

21 we approve it.

22 MR. MCDONALD: Once you tell us it's approved, we

23 need just about three and a half weeks.

24 Let me put it another way. We've got a lot of

25 things to do to make this happen. If we can't get your
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1 MR. DOMBY: I missed that in your earlier

2 explanation.

3 MR. MATTHEWS: Am I to underrtand that you

4 anticipate that the potential fo* those preconditions is

5 greater in this instance because of the number of parties

6 involved than there were on your previous submittal?

7 MR. McDO!1ALD: That's correct. I could have said

8 that if I had thought of the words.

9 MR. HOOD: I'm a little confused. Please

lo straighten me out. We have a submittal in front of us that

11 asks for 180 days of the date of issuance and upon the

12 official transfer of responsibility from Gcorgia Power. At

13 the time we approve it, according to the submittal you want

14 180 days for implomentation, but your slide shows about one

15 month.

16 MR. McDollALD: Let me see if I can respond to

17 that. We are asking for your approval within about 60 days.

18 That's what we are asking for.

19 MR. HOOD: I understand that part. I'm asking

20 about what time period do you need for implementation once

21 we approve it.

22 MR. MCDONALD: Once you cell us it's approved, we

23 need just about t' 9 and a half weeks.

24 Let me put m nother way. We'v. got a lot of

25 things to do to make tnis happen. If we can't get your
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1 approval in about 60 days, we are going to have to cancel

2 and start over. By that I mean we have briefings to

3 omployees, for example, that will be going on all during

4 this time before December. We have this laid o'at and we are

5 planning co that we need your concurrence on this by about

6 Novbmber 17.

7 You may not get it to un on the 17th, but we are

8 going to be marching down that road. We really have to have

9 the final word by the first week in December. Then we start

10 another set of personnel-related critical path items to get

11 it done by the 19th.

12 Having said that, we would like to have it

13 somewhere between November li and the first week of

14 December. And we would like for you to give us the 180 days

15 as a fell-back position in cese some party doesn't agree so

16 we will have time to work that agreement out and restart the

17 process of transferring the people.

18 Not quite understood yet?

19 MR. HOOD: I think I got it. What you are asking

20 me to do is when I issue the amendment it will be 180 days

21 thereafter.

22 MR. MCDONALD: No.

23 MR. HAIRSTON: Up to 180 days.

24 MR. MCDONALD: Yes.

25 MR. DOMBY: It would be effective upon ist e.
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1 Not only the preconditions Pat talks about, bat parallel to

3 the NRC governmental approval you Vill have things like

3 NPDES permits, environmhntal permits and other permits. You

4 don't start that procons until you have a pretty strong

5 indication from the NRC, which obvioua)y has primary

6 jurisdiction, before you file those environmental prograr

7 In other words, you are saying go do it, but so.a

8 period of time would elapse after that offective date of

9 issuance of the license where Southern Nuclear could get

10 back to you and say the punch list is complete; we finished

11 overything.

12 MR. MCDONALD: Did that answer it?

13 MR. HOOD: Yes. I understand. My point of

14 confusion was simple. I have a submittal that says 180 days

15 and I see a slido in front of me that says the period of

16 time between NRC approval of the amendment and license

17 condition being effective is one month.

18 MR. MCDONALD: You understand now, though?

19 MR. HOOD: Yes.

20 MR. MCDONALD: I'm sorry we didn't make it cler.r.

21 MR. HOLLER: While we are on the subject of 180

22 days for implementation, I believe it was mentioned earlier

23 with Alabama Power Company and Farley that the license

24 amendment was issued with 90 days for implomcatation. Is

25 there something that distinguishes Hatch and Vogtle?
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1 MR. MCDONALD: Yes, there is. Farley had a single ;
i

2 owner and that meant that that dimension was easier to +

3 predict. Also it was one plant. Here we have two plants
-

;

4 and four owners. '

5 MR. HOLLER: This may be important as wo look at

6 it. If I understand it, 180 is the minimum time that you
,

7 need for implementation.

8 MR. MCDONALD: No. !the minimum tina we need for *

9 implementation if everything goes right is December 19,
10 which is less than that. That's about three months from

11 today. If after you issue the document and we are in the

12 procosu of implomonting and something happens between the

13 co-owners or something, we would prefer instead of having to
,

14 come back and reissue that, go through it, to say, look, you
15 have from this date to 180 days from now without any other
16 thing to 2n.plement it.

17 MR. HOLLER: Let me rephrase my question.- 1-

18 understood that from the first time through. Given as yet

19 unknown contingencies that may come up, it-is your estimate
20 that you would need the 180 days to accommodate Moso yet

21 unknown contingencies.

22 MR. MCDONALD: Yes. It's just a coatingency time.-

23 You're right. That's the best way to put it.

24 MR. HOLLER: Let me put it another way. In other_.
025 words, it would be difficult if it was issued with, -.ne - s a m e
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1 as Farley, 90 days, but it would be difficult if it was

2 issued at 120. You've calculitea that 180 in the time

3 needed to account for un'nown contingencies. Is that fair?.

4 MR. MCDONALD: That's correct

5 MR. MARKLEY: Of that 180, how much is planned

6 slack time between what you are allowing and what you
7 targeted.

8 MR. MCDONALD: Our planned time is December 19,

9 which doesn't use that 180 up at all. December 19 is a very

10 important time to us, because we need to do it before the

11 year is out for employees. For example, if you get delayed

12 and we don't get this done until next year, then the

13 employees when you pay them they have to take the socir:1

14 security out twice. So they will be paying basically double

15 social security and they don't get that money refunded until
16 the next tax year.

17 MR. HAIRSTON: For certain employees,

18 MR. MCDONALD: Yes. That is one of the problems.

19 The other thing is that you get it in time to

20 change over to a new calendar year. You've got budgets;

21 you've got all these things to do; and if you don't do it

22 right before the end of that calendar year, you have got
23 lots of different legalities and papers and administration,

24 and that's a problem. That's why when Alabama PoWor Company

25 did the Parley one it was a December time, just toward the
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1 as Farley, 90 days, but it would be difficult if it was
,

2 issued at 110. You've calculated that 180 is the time

3 needed to account for unknown contingencies. Is that fair?
|

4 MR. MCDONALD That's correct.

5 MR. MARKLEY: Of thav.180, ho'a much is planned ;

6 slack time between what you are allowing and what you
7 targeted.

8 MR. MCDONALD: Our planned time is December 19, '

9 which doesn't use that 180 up at all. December 19 is a very

10 important time to us, because we need to do it before the

11 year is out for employees. For example, if ycu get delayed

12 and we don't get this done until next year, then the

13 employees when you pay them they have to take the social

14 security out twice. So they will be paying basically double

15 social security and they don't get that money refunded until
16 the next tax year.

17 MR. HAIRSTON: For certain employees.

18 MR. MCDONALD: Yes. That is one of the problems.

19 The other thing is that?you get it in time to

20 change over to a new ' lendar year. You've got budgets;

21 you've got all these things to do; and if you don't do-it

22 right before the end of that calendar year, you have_got '

23 lots of d!!ceront. legalities and papers and administration,

24 and that's a problem. That's why when Alabama Power Company

25 did the Farley one it was a December time, just toward the
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1 end of the year.
~

2 MR. SWENS0!(: Is a copy of tne operating agreement

3 part of the submittal package?

4 MR. McDollALD: No, it isn't.
'

5 MR. SPENSON: Can we see a copy of that? Did we

6 see a copy of that last time? I was not in my current-
.

;
-

7 position in reviewing the Parley plant.

8 MR. DOMBY: My understanding is there wasn't a

9 review of the operating agreement with the Parley
lo application, although I didn't represent Farley. In answer

11 to your question, can you see the agreement, yes, if you
12 want to see it.

13 MR. SWENSON: I would like to.

14 MR. FOX: When you transfer licensed operators to-

15 Southern Nuclear how will they be integrated in the

16 emergency plan? Are they going to be trained prior to

17 implementation? Will they become the emergency directors,

18 for example?

19 MR. MCDONALD: Let me address that. Right now I

20 don't know of a single person in the Hatch or Vogtle

21 programs that will change jobs. Those who are in emergency
^

22 planning have a role in it. It will stay the same before

23 ard after. Same person.

24 If I have a nuclear employee who is doing the job

25 with a Georgia Power hat today, when he changes to a

ANN RlLEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd. ,
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1 Southern Nuclear hat his job will not change. That's what I

2 mean to say. We have some people in Southern Nuclear who

3 are involved already in some emergency planning support, and

4 he or she will simply stay Southern Nuclear. |
5 Ken, is that right? |

l
6 MR. McCOY: I think that's accurato? .

'
,

7 Does that answer your question?

8 MR. FOX Yes. I was just concerned whether a

9 Georgia parLon who steps IT and becomes an emergency

10 director at a remote facility is trained and cognizant-of

11 all the stuff they have to do prior to the effective date.

12 MR. McCOY The individuals that have the

13 responsibilities for all the functions in emergency planning

14 will be the same individuals that have those

15 responsibilities after. They may be working for a different

16 company but they will already be trained and experienced

17 with those duties.

18 MR. MCDONALD: Generally, the biggest change as

19 far as assignments like that is the simple substitution of

20 Southern Nuclear for Georgia Power Company in their position

21 titles and what have you.

22 MR. FOX: I noticed in your application that you

23 all had specified that except for certain functions-that

24 were retained by Georgia Power those other functions would-

25 be transferred to Southern Nuclear.
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1 MR. MCDONALD: Here is an important thing. I

2 think this is what you are referring to. After this change

3 takes placo Georgia Power Company will provido certain

4 support to Southern Nuclear for those plants.

5 For example, we expect Georgia Power to continus

6 to carry the health insurance. The health insurance will be

7 paid through us and back to Georgia, bucause Georgia Power

8 has a health insurance company that is unique to Georgis

9 Power.
A

10 Georgia Power will continue to provide services to

11 maintain the switchyard. They will continue to provide

12 services in an environmental lab to analyze sampics.

13 Those things will continue. They won't change at

14 all. It's not anything new. It's just that we will have an

15 accountability in terms of finances for that outsido support
'

16 that Georgia Power has been giving.

17 MR. FOX: Will Southern Nuclear be able to obtain
_

18 all the resources if there was an accident or something like

19 that?

20 MR. MCDONALD: They would be able to obtain the

21 same resources as those plants now would obtain as a part of

22 Georgid Power Company.

23 MR. MATTHEWS: Any additional questions from the

24 NRC staff?

25 Mitzi.
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1 MS. YOUNG: In preparing the submittal did you all

2 road the Commission'c lecision regarding the requirements

3 that transfers can be done by order and not necessarily be

4 done by amendment exclusively?

5 MR. ECMBY: I've read the decision.

6 MS. YOUNG: It said a transfer wasn't an

7 amendment, for example.

8 MR. DOMBY: It's obvious that a transfer is not an

9 amendment. We believe that this is an amendment, in

10 offect.

11 MS. YOUNG: This is a transfer of control.

12 MR. DOMBY: This is not a transfor of any

13 ownership interest.

14 MS. YOUNG: This is a transfer of control of

15 operations, control of maintenance.

16 MR. DOMBY: The tasks of operat.ing the plant are

17 going to be under a different corporate structure. That's

18 true.

19 MS. YOUNG: Did you look into Seabrook? That

20 involved a transfer et ownership and a transfer of

21 management operations. Those two were done by order.

22 MR. DOMBY: As you point out, ownership was

27 involved in Seabrook.

24 MS. YOUNG: And management. There were two

25 different entit:es. I think you really need to look at that
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1 decision.

2 I also notice in your submittal that you are

3 arguing that this qualifica you for a categorical exclusion

4 under 51.22(c)(9). Was Farley done with a categorical

5 exclusion?

6 MR. DOMBY That's my understanding.

7 MR. HOFFMAll: No.

8 MR. DOMBY: On the environmental?

9 MR. !!OFFMAN : No, it was not.

10 MS. YOUNG: Do you know if there is anything

11 different about tiis proposed request in tern.s of what was

12 done for Farley?

13 MR. DOMBY: No. Farley is the template for this.
V

14 MS. YOUNG: That's why I raised the Commission's

15 decision, because if a transfer of control really is an
e

16 amendment, it needs some kind of environmental evaluation to

17 go with it even if you would argue that.

18 MR. McDONI.LD: We have requested that in the

19 Parley transfer, I believe, which this was modeled after.

20 MS. YOUNG: The Commission's decision postdaten

21 Farley, I believe. So you have to be aware of what is going

22 on at the NRC.

23 MR. MCDONALD: We asked you to consider the Parley

24 project as a precedent for this one.

25 MS. YOUNG: Farley was done with an environmental

\
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1 ash.essment,
,

2 MR. DOMBY: EA rather than EIS.

3 MS. YOUNG: Yes.

4 MR. DOMBY: Right. '

5 MS. YOUNG: I advise you to look at the
!

6 commission's decision on Shoreham recently because it
7 illuminated some of the aspects of transfers that even most
8 of the staff hadn't been thinking about prior to that

i

9 decision.

10 MR. MCDONALD: I'm sure we can work this out.

11 NRC has stated that they are anxious for' companies to form
12 up like we are. I'm sure you will assist us in doing that

13 within the requirements.

14 MR. MATTHEWS: Refresh my memory. Steve, when

15 Farley made their application did they claim a categorical
16 exclusio. at that time? Do you remerber?

17 MR. HOFFMAN: I'd have to go back and look. I
'

18 think they did.

19 Ben.

20 MR. GEORGE: I believe we did. In any event,

21 thereisnotanenvironmentalissueI1ere.
22 MR. MATTHEWS: As the project director I=am less '

23 concerned with the specific issues-at hand that the
-

24 technical staff and the legal staff may have to review and-
25 more concerned with process'and schedule. I think'you
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1 appreciate the fact that the enhedule you have requested of

2 us is a very tight one, or compressed, as you would put it.

3 MR. MCDONALD: It is. Knowing that, we are

4 requesting this from you. I would like to say again that we

5 were here and some of us were involved in the other

6 transfer. I think that that went off quite smoothly. I

7 know there may be other business taking place in the

8 meantime, but this is a proccss which NRC has supported for

9 the last several years, and I hope wn can proceed in this

10 time frame.

11 MR. MATTHEWS: We will endeavor to do that. There

12 are some mechanical limitations. I think you appreciata

13 that even on a minor license amendment, barring emergency

14 provisions, which this doesn't qualify for, probably an

15 optimum license amendment review time is about 45 days. We
'

16 now have the possibility that an environmental assessment

17 will have to be done and published in that same time frame.

18 So that makes a 60-day time period for our review extremely

19 tight.

20 I haven't as yet heard back from each of the

21 representative groups here, which I will be doing in the

22 next week, as to whether they could support this schedule or

23 not.

24 I note the Farley reviuw took about six months.

25 MR. MCDONALD: Yes, and I think most of that was
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1 taken up by the decision to make an antitrust review.- )
2 MR. MATTHEWSt It may have been. I'm not arguing i

3 details. But the not result is that it took about six

4 months from submittal.
7

|

t

5 MR. MCDONALD: Again, Georgia Power company
_

6 watched that very carefully, because that is time-consuming. i

i
7 The decision was made at that time to do that antitrust j,
8 review, and since that should be precedent setting, we

9 shouldn't count that time and how long it took that process - +

10 to go through. ',

11 MR. MATTHEWS I'm not trying to debate the thing-

12 with you. I'm offering to you my observations on what we

13 are faced with. At this juncture, in comparison to Farley

14 we are talking about a three-month schedule for NRC review.

15 The Farley implementation time was about three months and i

16 that's how the licenso was reflected. In this instance you
a

17 see some-potential-hurdles associated with the possibility

18 of agreements getting off track, et cetera. So you are -

19 talking about six months. We have just about-reversed those

20 time frames.

21 What I would like to do is poll the representative

22 groups here within the next few days. We are going to ;

| 23 endeavor-to support your schedule.- I would 1ike to do it by

24 -except.lon. If we presume that the representations you've

'25 made are in agreement with our requirements, and we are

,
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1 talking primarily a process dictated schedule, and if we see

2 some aspect of that that would disturb this schedule of

3 yours, I'd give you a call as soon as I would see that and

4 follow that up with a letter that would indicate to you what

5 our estimated time of completion would be.

6 That's only if I oce something that might dislodge

7 your schedule, because I appreciate just how significant

8 this date that you are working for is insofar as individual

9 implementation and personnel issues. It's not that I make

10 these comments in disregard of that, but at the samo time we

11 have some limitations with regard to the formal noticing and

12 review process that I've got to consider.

13 Nothing jumps out at me at this juncture and says

14 this is a no-gc. I'm just being cautious. I would hate to

15 sit here and tell you that I see no problem. I see a

16 potential for schedule-related problems just because I know

17 what's involved in one of those reviews, and this isn't what

18 I would put into the trivial or minor review category. Yet

19 the kind of time frame you have asked us for starts to

20 approach that time.

21 With that said, I don't have any more comments. I

22 would look to within the next week or so to give ycu a call

23 and let you know what I see if I see any problems. If not,

24 you can presume that we atu moving along that path.

25 MR. PARTLOW: I'ta sorry I'm late. I missed the
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1 whole thing.

2 MR. McDOffALD:' I will be happy to go over it all

3 for you.
.

4 MR. PARTLOWs I'll get together with these folks

5 right after this.
,

6 MS, YOUllG Do you anticipate any latervention
;

7 with respect to this? i

8 MR. DOMBY: Personally, no.
.

9 MR. McDOliALD: We don't know of anything. The

10 last one like this that Southern Company was involved in was

11 Farley. The only issue that we knew of at that time was

12 whether or not liRC was going to put it out for an antitrust

13 review, and they put it out for review. Then they decided

14 that that wacn't going to be needed anymore. So we think
15 that the only issue here was basically resolved and put to

.

16 bed on the Farley amendment.

17 Mit. MATTHEWS: I don't know what stage Jim came in

18 on my closing remarks.

19 MR. PARTLOWs I thought they were asking for

20 January, and I take it now they are asking fcr llovember.

21 MR. MATTHEWS: That's my primary concern as the

22 project director. We didn't hear at this juncture that

23 there vere any what I would call show. stoppers. They did

24 nubmit it with a provision that it be treated as a

25 categorical excluston under Part .1.. That submittal was-

i
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1 also made under Farley and disagreed with and an

2 environmental assessment was prepared and published, which

3 just causes some small ,,*chedule changed provi.ted that it's
,
.

4 routino.

5 But we didn't see any show otoppera at this
,

6 juncture. I committed to them that I would poll the staff

7 and we would discuss it and if we did see something that we
8 would get to them as soon-as possible.

9 MR. PARTLOW: And what bad things happen if ;

10 everybody doesn't make December 19?

11 MR. MCDONALD: I'm so glad you asked, Mr._Partlow.
,

12 Let me explain again.

13 (Slide.) !

14 MR. MCDONALD: We have one thing, which is a

15 shared anxiety. I think a shared anxiety was the NRC. When
.

16 We first started talking to you about this ' he co-owners all;

17 thought it was a good idea and all t'e had to de was write it

18 down and get it put together. Well,.we had some other-

19 business. Not nucicar. The co-ovners have always been

20 supportive but they had other business matters that tended

21 to delay these activities.

22 We finally got thi.s down to where all the co--

23 owners agreed with this submittal and then we turned this !

24 submittal in on September'18.

25 We are tryitig - t.o get it done this caleradar year. >
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1 The calendar year portion of it is very important from an
2 employee and from an administrative point of view. It's not

3 hurry up now and jump in to do it. It's a matter, for

4 example, if you delay it into the new year, then for some>

1

5 employees you collect twice for social security tax. You i

6 have to have two different years for health plans e.nd what
7 have you.

'8 So it gets to be pretty couplex. We're talking

9 abodt 2,100 people involved. So administratively it's a lot

10 of work for us to drag this out. We have to go through a

11 briefing process anc. an employee selection process in terms

12 of what each employee wante his benefits to be.

13 We have attempted to lay the groundwork. The -

,.

14 simplicity compared to-what the previous one was with

15 Southern Nuclear, the Parley one, we just hcpo that we can

16 do this or.e as a matter of routine, you might say.
-17 MR. PARTLOW: Do we know enough about the

-

18 application to say it's completo yet?

19 MR. MATTHEWS I didn't hear that there were any

20 concerns about lack of completeness, but we did ask for an

21 additional submittal, the operation agreement between

22 Georgia Power and Southern Nuclear.

23 MR. MCDONALD: We did not submit that type of an

24 agreement with the Farley project. Is that a necessary item

25 for the licensing?-

i
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1 MR. BARTH: I don't know about this one, but in

2 the past where we had a plant with co-owners we had these

3 ownarship agreements to show who is responsible for what.

4 MS. YOU!1G: Also, for Shoreham whers LILCO was

5 reimbursing LICO for their expenses, we saw those.

.. 6 MR. SWEllSoli: It defines who is responsible for
1

L, 7 which technical resources.
..

8 MR. DOMDY: The concern here in the docket aspects

9 of it?

10 MR. MATTHEWS: That's the only way we can look at

11 it, as official correspondence. Whether the individual

12 agreement is put in the PDR is, I think, what you are

13 speaking to.

14 MR. DOMBY: Right.

15 MR. MATTHEWS: We will decide whether it's a

16 necessity in consultation with the staff. If it is, we will

17 make that known to you and then we will work out

18 arrangements associated with how you need to submit it with

19 the appropriate affidavits to ensure withholding. Is that

20 agreeable?

21 MR. DOMBY: Yes. It will be a draft.

22 MR. MATTHEWS: I understand.

23 MR. McDollALD: Let me make sure my team is in

24 agreement with what has been said.

25 Art, are you and John in agreement?

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

.

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300:
)

Washington,D. C. 20006 j

(202)293-3950 1
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1 MR. DOMBY Yes.
.

2 MR. McDoHALD: You are going to discuss the |
t

3 subidittal of this further?

4 MR. DOMBY: With the staff.

5 MR. MATTilEWS: I would like that discussion to be

6 entered through Kah. I wanted to made known that although <

7 it's two plants involved, Kah is going to be the lead f

8 project manager with regard to coordination of the review

9 for both liatch and Vogtle, and in Kah's absence Don will be

10 there. They work as a team, as you well know.

*
11 MR. MATTHEWS: Is there anything else?

12 MR. JABBOUR: That's all.

13 MS. YOUNG: Explain again why it's going to be a

14 draft. Are there a lot of agreements that are going to be

15 in drart.

16 MR. DOMBY: The operating agreement between

17 Georgia Power and Southern Nuclear will.not be finalized and

18 signed until requisite co-owner approval " formally" comes

19 through. There will be a closing, if you want to use that ,

20 term, at some point in the future. . You obviously don't algn

21 the agreement beforn NRC approval. You-don't want to

22 execute the agreement, which would be in-contravention of'

23_ law, until you get the NRC approval.

24 MS. YOUNG: You could sign it and not have it'

25 effective until NRC approval. It just seems hard for the

| ANN RlLEY & . ASSOCIATES, Ltd.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
i-- Washington,D. C. 20006

(202)293-3950-
.
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|
1 agency to make a decision based on something that may never- !

2 be agreed to. !

3 MR. DOMBY: I'll put it this way. We believe all i

4 the essential elements associated with NRC approval are |

5 addressed in the license amendmont applications.
6 MR. MCDONALD: That talks about the cwnership in

7 there.

8 MR.-PARTLOWs If it turns out that we need this

9 thing and you give it to us in draft, can you riso tell us
10 that if anything changes you will let us know?

11 MR. DOMBY: Absolutely. |
|

-

12 MR.-MATTHEWS: Then we can make-our approval I

__

conditional on there being no major differences.,13

14 MR. MCDONALD: Certainly. .There is no problem at '

25 all.

16 MS. YOUNG:. Is there any way you could-have
,

17 cubmitted those changes earlier to give us more timo? ~

.

18 MR. MCDONALD: We submitted those the day we got
19 the approval.

20 MR. MATTHEWS: Thank you-very much.

21 (Whereupon at 2:20'p.m. the meeting was

22 concluded.)
23

24 !
,

'25
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Presentation Overview

|

|
!

History*

;

iBenefits of Change
!

*

Licensing Packages*

Implementation Schedule*
B

Implementation Activities*
i

.
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|
,

Southern Nuclear History

.|

l

DATE j
u

'

i

SEC Filing June 22,1988 le

1
q

SEC Approval December 14,1990e
.

Southern Nuclear incorporated December 17,1990*

i
i e SNC Officers Elected December 18,1990

Corporate Employees Transferred January 1,1991 1
e

|
NRC Briefing on SNC Formation January 11,1991 !

*

FNP License Application to NRC May 6,1991
1

e

NRC Approval of FNP Amendment November 22,1991e

SNC is FNP Licensed Operator December 23,1991*
;

HNP/VEGP License Application September 18,1992e

to NRC

, _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _______ _.______ .i
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Benefits of Change

Nuclear Management Under Same Structure*

Management Devoted to Nuclear Power Operations*

Consolidation of Nuclear Operations Talent*

Common Vision for Nuclear Pir at Operations*

More Effective Communication Between Plants*

Corporate Support More Specialized Toward Nuclear*

Broader Base to Enhance Motivation and Career Potential*

Broad Administrative and Specialized Support From Other*

Southern System Companies Optimized for Nuclear
Management

_- __-_____
. - .
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Licensing Packages

Submittal Ap_proach |

| 8 NRC submittals developed consistent with APC package.
j Submittal documentation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90. |

*

| ' Submittal contains all operating license changea for Southern i
Nuclear to operate Plants Hatch and Vogtle.

| :

Organizational Criteria
1

* Southern Nuclear is exclusive operator and has authority
over physical construction, maintenance and operation.

* Site nuclear operations organization will be reassigned
intact to Southern Nuclear.

* Technical qualifications will remain the same.
* Southern Nuclear has no ownership interest.
* Operating Agreement will be between Southern Nuclear

and Georgia Power Company.

EinanciaLCrJteda
* Southern Nuclear to be reimbursed for all HNP/VEGP costs

by GPC (GPC will bill the other Owners pursuant to existing
agreements.)

* Owners to retain authority to shutdown or to reduce plant
output for economic reasons.

Owners to fund decommissioning costs.*

* Owners continue to be responsible for Price-Anderson
insurance provisions.

* Rate regulation will antinue as before with GPC.

|
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Licensing Packages (continued)

Antitrust Criteria
* Southern Nuclear has no entitlement to electric power.

Antitrust provisions in license remain applicable.

Technical Criteria

No decrease in effectiveness of Security Plan in accordance*

with 10CFR 50.54(p).

* No decrease in effectiveness of emergency p' 1r its
procedures in accordance with 10CFR 50 App ., Sect. V.

* No change in scope of Operator Requalification
Program in accordance with 10CFR 50.54(i).

* No change in OA program commitments in accordance

with 10 CFR 50.54(a).

* Offsite power source to GDC 17 to be assured by GPC.

* Exclusion Area to be controlled by Southern Nuclear.

e Existing personnel with unescorted access authorization
will be reassigned without further evaluation.

'

* Southern Nuclear to be NPDES Permit holder.

* No significant hazards consideration.

* No environmental assessment or impact statement required.
All elements and obligations of existing EPP to be maintained.
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I

implementation Schedule

^

Target Dates: September 18,1992 November 17,1992 December 19,1992

(Actua!)
About

wt- L months FM -- 1 morfli ->

l i

I L_ l _I __

UC"' *NRC Approval
NRC Filing

, .
- - > of Amendment

--- nd.tlons
-

Effective --
-

-sj -> . s'-m /
/

-

~..__./

I

-

Managing Board Agreement Revisions)
_ _

' _ _ . _ _

Southern Nuclear Becomes Operator
Operating Agreement Approvals -

Emergency ~ m Program Changes

Security Program Oanges
Procedure Changes

Environmental Program Changes

Employee Transfers
-.- -

--_.
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|
|

implementation Activities
,

Examples of activities which will be conducted to allow Southern
Nuclear to operate HNP and VEGP are shown below.

Emergency Plan Program Changes

Process necessary changes to Emergency Plans and*

Emergency implementing Procedures and obtain necessary
approvals to implement.

* Assign existing emergency planning agreements from GPC
to Southern Nuclear or execute new agreements.

* Define ongoing emergency planning activities where GPC
is to provide future st ' port (such as public communication).

* Transmit changes to Emergency Plans and Emergency
implementing Procedures 30 days after changes are made.

Security Program Changes

Process necessary changes to Security Plans, Contingency*

Plans, and Guard Trainirig and Requalification Plans and
obtain approvals to implement.

* Assign existing security suppM agreements from GPC
to Southern Nuciaar or execute new agreements.

* Define ongoing security activities where GPC is to provide
future support.

* Transmit changes to above security documents 2 months
after changes are made.

1

__-___ _ _-_ _ _
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Implementation Activities
'

(Continued)

Procedure Changes*

.I

Process Corporate and site procedure changes as appropriateL *

to assure organizational reporting is clear and well defined.

Environmental Program Changes -

|

| Reassign necessary-pormits including NPDES permits.*

* Define ongoing environmental program activities where GPC. :

la to continue to provide support (such as lab analysis).
* Transmit changed NPDES permits to NRC within 30 days of

L approval.
|

Employee Transfers

L Conduct Information Meetings.*

* Transfer employee information history such as performance-
history, vacation, sickness allowance, other benefits, salary
and salary history, pension, etc. from GPC to Southern Nuclear.

*- Transfer accounting information on employee companyloans,
cash advances, etc.

* Address union issues.

* Effect employee transfer on date Southern Nuclear becomes-
tne licensed operator of HNP and VEGP.

L
y

- . - . .a . - . : . . . - - _ . .- --. .
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